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Dynamic Profiling of Antitumor Activity of CAR T Cells using Micropatterned Tumor Arrays Xiao Wang, Irene Scarfò, Andrea Schmidts, Mehmet Toner, Marcela V. Maus and Daniel Irimia Supplementary Figure S1 . Photographs showing the 64 well plate platform for high-throughput, multiplexed screening. The 64 well plate contains 4 slides (i). Each slide has 16 wells (ii). Each well contains 64 tumor islands (iii). Figure S2 . The ratio of the total CAR T area (left) and the cluster area (right) to the tumor area over time at E:T ratio of 2.5, 5 and10 (N=24). Supplementary Figure S1 . Photographs showing the 64 well plate platform for high-throughput, multiplexed screening. The 64 well plate contains 4 slides (i). Each slide has 16 wells (ii). Each well contains 64 tumor islands (iii).
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Supplementary video 1: A microscopic video showing the dynamic process of CAR T cells killing tumor cells on 4 individual tumor islands.
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